Revival is a novel by American writer Stephen King, published on November 11, 2014 by Scribner.
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Revival is the life-spanning story of Jamie Morton and his "fifth business," Pastor Charles Jacobs (who goes by a number of names throughout the book). The story opens with Jamie as a six-year-old boy, and closes with him in his late fifties.
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Revival – Stephen King. In a small New England town in the early 60's, young Jamie Morton forms an unlikely friendship with the town's new minister, Charles Jacobs. Their ostensibly innocent conversations around transcendence, electricity, piano, and the life of near-deathlwed, a pretty remote subject at the best of times.
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Stephen King: Stephen King is an American author of horror, supernatural fiction, suspense, science fiction, and general fiction. He has written more than sixty books, several of which have been adapted into films. King has sold more than 350 million copies of his novels worldwide, making him one of the best-selling authors of all time.
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Revival is among King's very best...tender, moving and terrifying. New York Daily News. Revival is dark, disquieting and terrifying; sure; King's, perhaps) searching for answers to life's age-old questions about life and death. Minneapolis Star Tribune.
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